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IN THE MATTER OF

GEORGE D. NEWMAN, INDIVIDUALLY AND TRADING AS
KIDDIELAND STUDIOS AND BEACON STUDIOS
COJ\IPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SECTION 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPTEMBER 26, 1914

Docket 5425.

Complaint, Mar. 4, 1946-Deci8ion, July 15, 1947

Where an individuai engaged in the production and interstate sale and
distribution of plain and tinted or colored photographs and enlargements
thereof, and in contacting prospective customers through advertisements in
newspapers, periodicals, business directories and circulars, and through sales
representatives including particularly so-called coupon or "caller-out" sales
men, whom he supplied with credentials, attractive samples, and printed
certificates or "special offer" coupons which were sold for 95 cents or other
stat~d sum and purportedly entitled the customer to receive without addi
tional cost a photograph of specific size, type, and finish( a) Represented, through said coupon salesman, to the prospective purchaser,
that he was not obligated to buy any photograph other than the one for
which 95 cents or other sum was oaid in connection with the said "special
cffer." and led and induce<l customers to believe that such original coupon
picture offered was a bona fide one not related to or connected with or
conditioned upon any other transaction or contractual arrangement ;
The facts being such offers were not made in good faith, but to obtain a down
payment from the customer and place him in a position of losing the same
unless, in response to high pressure tactics of subsequent agents presenting
proofs, who sought to induce him to purchase further pictures at greatly
increased prices, he yielded to such demands, after being informed that if
he did not order at least three additional pictures he would get nothing;
and, in cases where a coupon customer refused to make such additional pur
chases, no further consideration was given him and his complaints were
ignored, with the result that he lost the 95 cents or other sum invested in the
coupon or certificate;
(b) Represented to the customer, through salesmen, that the picture would be
taken on the date he selected and at the time specified, that proofs would be
shown on a certain date, and the finished picture be delivered on a named
date; and
(c) Represented that the pictures to be made would be identical with the sam
ples exhibited and corresponding to the number ordered;
The facts being that, while during the war delay in furnishing finished products
was frequently due to his inability to secure photographic paper, and in
some instances the inferior quality of photographic paper, on many occa
sions sitting for photographs, return of proofs and delivery of finished
pictures were not made in compliance with his said sales representations ;
photographs delivered were inferior in character, quality, and workman
ship to the samples used in effecting sales, and particularly so in the case of
the refusal of a coupon purchaser to order additional photographs ; and
fewer photographs were delivered than were ordered and paid for;
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( d) Represented falsely that a steel-gray finish photograph offered for 50 cents

as an "invitation offer" sold regularly for $2, and urged the prospective
customer to distribute to his friends or save for a later date the four cou
pons attached to the printed offer of said "beautiful 7 x 10 Silvertone Por
trait," and represented as a "special," the offer of so called "Etcbi!rnft
Portraits," for 50 cents each, one to a·customer; and
( e) Represented, on occasion, through his sales representatives, that the
colored photographs sold by him were "paintings" and "oil paintings"; and
( f) Permitted various third parties, engaged under separate studio trade names,
and including two studios doing business respectively under the names
"Copley" and "Iroquois Studios," to make use of his business office, street ad
dress, and studio facilities, including his telephone number, and thereby
falsely to hold themselves out to the public as owners and operators of
photographic studios and equipment, and obtain credit and business stand
ing to which they were not entitled;
With effect of misleading and deceiving members of the purchasing public,
through said acts, practices, and methods-including particularly failure
of said individual to disclose the real character of the coupon· or cer
tificate offer made by him-as to the actual character and meaning of his
original offer, including actual identity of product. offered, and as to the
actual character and meaning of his original offer, including actual iden
tity of product offered, and as to character, quality, value, and price of
his products, and the status of said third parties as established, operating,
responsible studios, and of causing a substantial number of the purchasing
public, by reason of the erroneous beliefs thus engendered, to purchase
substantial quantities thereof, and with capacity and tendency so to do:
Held, that suoh acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were
all to the prejudice of the public, and constituted unfair and <leceptive acts
and practices in commerce.

Before Mr. Everett F. Haycraft, trial examiner.
Mr. William L. Pencke for the Commission.
Mr. Jmmes F. Cavanagh, of Boston, Mass., for respondent.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said act, the Federal
Trade Commission, having reason to believe that George D. Newman,
individually and trading as Kiddieland Studios and Beacon Studios,
hereinafter referred to as respondent, has violated the provisions of
said act, and it appearing to the Commission, that a proceeding by
it in respect thereof would be in the public interest, hereby issues its
complaint, stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent George D. Newman is an individual
trading as Kiddieland Studios and Beacon Studios from the principal
address 30 Huntington Avenue, Boston 17, Mass. Branch studios are
also operated by said respondent under the name Beacon Studios at
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175 State Street, Springfield, Mass., and at 115 Bank Street, New
London, Conn.
PAR. 2. Respondent George D. Newman is now and for more than
5 y.ears last past has been engaged in the production and sale of plain
and tinted or colored photographs and enlargements thereof. Re
spondent Newman causes and at all times mentioned herein has caused
said products, when sold, to be transported from the State of Massa
chusetts, or other point of origin, to the purchasers thereof located in
various other States of the United States and in the District of
Columbia.
PAR. 3. Customers and prospective customers are now and have been
variously contacted by respondent by means of advertisements ap
pearing in newspapers, periodicals, business directories~ and circulars,
all of general circulation, through the medium of the United States
mails, and by the use of sales representatives, including particularly
so-called coupon or "caller-out" salesmen, appointed by respondent
as selling agents to act in his behalf. In the course and conduct of
his said business in connection with and for the purpose of inducing
the sale and distribution of his said products in commerce, respondent,
for more than 5 years last past has made, has continued to make, and
is now making, various false and misleading advertising and sales
representations and has engaged in and still employs various unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce.
PAR. 4. With a view to effecting the sale of ·his said products re
spondent relies upon the use of said advertising material primarily
to obtain the names and addresses of some prospective customers.
Other prospective customers are located and contacted by the said
coupon or "caller-out" salesmen, and it is and has been the general
practice of respondent to obtain numerous orders for pictures through
the solicitation of such salesmen sent out from his studios to represent
him. Each of said salesmen .is supplied with proper credentials, with
attractive photographic samples represented to the public as typical
of the class of work done by respondent's studios, and with printed
"certificates" or "special offer" coupons which are sold to customers
for 95 cents or other stated sum, each purportedly entitling the cus
tomer to receive, without additional cost, a specific size, type, and
finish of photograph. Said coupon salesman at the time the coupon
is sold represents to and impresses upon the purchaser that he is not
obligated to buy any photograph or photographs other than the one
for which 95 cents or other sum is paid in connection with the said
"special offer." Each coupon or certificate thus sold, in the body
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thereof and in a detachable stub, contains space for memorandum
entry of the day and the hour selected by the customer to have the
picture taken. The original coupon salesman retains all o:f any sum
received by him from the customer :for a coupon. Having sold a
coupon entitling the customer to only one picture, and having arranged
for the time a sitting is to be had, the coupon salesman takes his de
parture, sending his stub entry o:f the transaction in to the studio.
A photographer :fro.rµ respondent's studio then follows up the
coupon salesman, makes the necesBary expos-qre for the one picture
and transmits the exposed negatives, represented as being four to six
in number but usually two, to respondent, who develops the same and
makes proofs therefrom. Said proofs in turn are delivered by a third
salesman or "proof-passer" of respondent, who with the use of such
proofs, endeavors to effect the sale of additional pictures to the cus
tomer at prices in excess of the original "special offer" price.
Finished pictures are ordinarily delivered through the mails. to
customers located principally in various parts of the New England
States. Respondent's various salesmen respectively assure the cus
tomer that the picture willbe taken on the date selected by the cus
tomer and at the time specified, that proofs will be shown on a certain
date, that the finished pictures will be delivered on a specified date,
and that each picture made, in grade, type, quality and character of
workmanship, will be equal to the sample shown in effecting the sale.
Purchasers of coupons or certificates stated to be good for one
photograph each in studios operated by respondent are and have been
given to understand in each instance that they are and were dealing
with duly constituted agent or sales representative of respondent, and
they believe and have been led to believe, and rely and have relied
upon the belief, that such agents and representatives have and have
had .full authority to make the representations employed by them in
consummating sales and collecting money for the said proucts of
respondent,
When respondent's salesman calls upon the customer with proofs of
negatives made by respondent the customer learns for the first time
the real purpose :for which the coupon was ~old to him. Instead of
permitting the customer to select a proof for the one picture called
for in the coupon purchased respondent's salesman immediately
launches upon a sustained, high-pressure sales talk to induce the cus
tomer to purchase additional photograph, at greatly increased prices.
The attitude and demeanor of respondent's studio representative
toward the customer is and has been determined in each instance by
the fact as to whether the customer will agree to buy extra pictures.
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Upon the refusal of the customer to purchase pictures in addition
to the one called for in the coupon, the "proof-passing" salesman,
upon occasion, goes into a "rage," becomes abusive and discourteous,
takes the customer to task for assuming that the studio can furnish a
picture :for 95 cents or less sum, avers that the preceding salesman
had no right to sell more than one coupon at .any given address, and
informs the customer that the coupon is worthless unless more pictures
are bought; that i:f the customer does not order at least three or more
additional pictures he will get nothing.
Various excuses and explanations are and have been given as to
why respondent cannot make a single picture, and finally, on occasion,
respondent's sales representatives have frankly admitted to the cus
tomer that the studio could not make the one picture ~alled for in the
coupon without sustaining a loss thereon.
PAR. 5'. In approaching a customer with the coupon offer :for a single
picture respondent's said sales agents carefully refrain and have re
frained from disclosing to the customer that the real purpose in sub
mitting such offer was and is to induce the purchase o:f something
the customer did not have in mind and did not intend to buy or under
stand he was buying, namely, extra or additional photographs sold at
a substantial profit. In truth and in :fact, respondent's single-picture
coupon offer was and is in reality nothing more or other than what
is known in the industry as a "bait" or "come-on" offer employed to
place the customer in a position where he must buy more pictures at
greater cost in order to obtain the one already bought and already
paid for.
From time to time in cases where coupon customers refuse and have
refused to purchase additional pictures no further consideration has
been given to the customer by respondent, the complaints o:f the cus
tomer have been _ignored, no refund has been made to him, and the
customer has thereby sustained the loss of the 95 cents or other sum
invested in the coupon or certificate.
PAR. 6. Respondent further, trading as Kiddieland Studios, Beacon
Studios, and under other trade names, has represented that a steel
gray finish photograph, offered :for the price of 50 cents as an "invita
tion offer," sells regularly :for $2. So-called "Etchcraft portraits,"
selling for 50 cents each, one to a customer, have been represented as
comprising a "special offer," and on occasion respondent's sales repre
sentatives have represented to customers that the colored photographs
sold by respondent are "paintings" and "oil paintings.''
PAR. '7. In other coupons or certificates issued by respondent and
in advertising matter of general circulation, respondent has repre-
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sented that sepia or brown-toned pictures, designated as a "gold-tone
hand colored portrait" and sold by him through the medium of a
"special offer" 95 cents coupon, are and were genuine gold-tone pro
ductions; and that the said coupon price of 95 cents stated in such
offer was and is a "special" or "introductory offer" which might not
be continued.
A genuine gold-tone print or picture is a production resulting :from
a process involving the use of a toning bath employing chloride of
gold. This process produces a much warmer tone than is true of
black and white or sepia, involves more labor and detail, compre
hending the toning of a print or picture a second time, and is con
siderably more expensive than the process employed in the produc
tion of black and white or sepia prints or pictures. The toning process
employed by respondent is an ordinary one, in universal use in the
production of sepia or brown toned effects.
The use by respondent of the words "gold-tone" in advertising and
upon coupons to obtain customers for the purchase of respondent's
products is a representation that respondent produces and sells genu
ine gold-tone pictures. In truth and in fact the colored photograph
advertised and represented by respondent to be a "gold-tone hand
colored" picture is not in fact a gold-tone picture but is instead a
slightly tinted brown or sepia print which costs much less to produce.
PAR. 8. By said representations and practices as hereinbefore de
tailed and alleged respondent leads and induces and had led and in
duced customers to believe that the said original coupon picture of
fer is and was a bonafide sales offer not related to or connected with.
or conditioned upon any other transaction or contractual arrange
ment that sittings for photographs, the return of proofs for selection 1
and the delivery of finished pictures would be made in good faith at
the times and upon the dates specified by respondent's representatives;
that the pictures to be made would be equal to and ·identical in char
acter, quality, and workmanship with the samples exhibited in ob
taining orders therefor and corresponding to the number ordered;
that respondent's so-called "special" and "invitation" offers are and
were actually special and invitation or introductory offers ·of re
duced prices made only for a limited time; and that tinted or colored
pictures sold by respondent are genuine paintings or oil paintings
done by hand without the use of a camera or photographic image.
PAR. 9. The foregoing representations and statements are false,.
misleading, and deceptive. In truth and in fact, respondent's so
called coupon and certificate offers calling for a single picture are not
and have not been made in good faith to customers but are and have
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been made for the purpose of obtaining a down payment from the
customer and placing him in the position of losing said down pay
ment unless additional pictures are ordered at higher prices, thereby
enabling respondent to make a substantial profit on the transaction.
Sittings for photographs, the return of proofs and the delivery of
finished pictures are not and have not been made in compliance
with sales representations of respondent. Respondent's offers des
ignated as "special" or "invitation" are not special or limited in point
of time or otherwise but are on the contrary offers that have been
made continually by respondent over a period of years in the normal
course of his business operations. Respondent's photographs, offered
at 50 cents, do not sell for $2 normally and have never been sold for
such price in the regular course of business. Respondent's pictures
which have been represented to customers as "paintings" or as "oi1
paintings" are not genuine paintings or oil paintings in the accepted
meaning of such terms, but on the contrary are merely photographs
to which color has been added by the use of cotton applied by hand.
Photographs delivered by respondent are and have been frequently in
ferior in character, quality and workmanship to the samples used by
respondent in effecting sales. This is and has been particularly true
following the refusal of a coupon purchaser to order additional photo
graphs. On many occasions a fewer number of photographs than
those ordered and paid for have been delivered by respondent's
studios.
PAR. 10. Respondent in further connection with the operation of
his said photographic studio at 30 Huntington A venue, Boston, Mass.,
from time to time, by arrangements made with various third parties,
has permitted them to use and they have used as their business office,
employing separate studio trade names for themselves, the actual
street address and studio facilities, including telephone number of the
respondent, at the same address, 30 Huntington A venue, Boston, Mass.
Said parties so using respondent's studio and street address and the
said facilities existing there, actually had no studio equipment of any
character there or elsewhere, and they did not own, conduct, or control
any photographic stuuio in any accepted meaning or sense of the term.
Two such alleged studios so employing respondent's business address,
thereby falsely holding themselves out to the public as owners and
operators of photographic studios and equipment there, and obtaining
credit and business standing and identity to which they were not en
titled, were known respectively as Copley and Iroquois Studios.
The practice of respondent in permitting others who neither owned,
operated, nor controlled a photographic studio or any equipment
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therefor to use his studio address and equipment as and for their own
in connection with fictitious studio trade names employed by them has,
and has had, the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the
public into the erroneous belief, and they have been led to believe, that
they were contracting and dealing with established, operating, re
sponsible studios, and to purchase the products of said alleged studios
because of such beliefs so engendered. Respondent further, in thus
permitting others to make such use of his address and business facilities
has placed in their hands an instrument whereby they might deceive
members of the consuming public into believing and they have be
lieved that they were contracting and dealing with an established,
operating, responsible studio, when such was not the fact.
PAR. 11. The use by respondent of the acts, practices, and methods
aforesaid in connection with the offering for sale and the sale of his
said products in commerce, and particularly the failure of respondent
to disclose essential and important facts as to the real character of
the coupon or certificate offer made by him has had and now has the
tendency and capacity to and does mislead and deceive members of
the purchasing public regarding the actual character and meaning
of the original offer made by respondent, including the actual identity
of the product offered for sale, and concerning the character, quality,
value, and price of respondent's products, and leads and has led pur
chasers erroneously to believe that the said representations are and
were true, and thereby causes and has caused a substantial number of
the purchasing public, by reason of the erroneous beliefs so engendered,
to purchase substantial quantities of such products.
PAR. 12. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, as herein
alleged, are all to the prejudice and injury to the public and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Com.mission A.ct.
REFORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission A.ct,
the Federal Trade Commission on March 4, 1946, issued and subse-.
quently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondent
named in the caption hereof, charging him with the use of unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the
provisions of said act. After respondent filed his answer, certain
facts .were stipulated in the record and certain exhibits introduced into
evide~ce at a hearing before an examiner of the Commission thereto
fore duly designated by it, and it was further stipulated that the
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Commission may proceed upon said facts and exhibits stipulated into
the record to make its report stating its findings as to the facts and
its conclusion based thereon and enter its order disposing of the pro
ceeding without the presentation of argument or the filing of briefs.
Thereafter, this proceeding regularly came on for final hearing before
the Commission on the complaint, answer, stipulated £acts and other
evidence, and recommended decision by the trial examiner; and the
Commission, having duly considered the same and being now fully
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest
of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and its
conclusion drawn therefrom.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent George D. Newman is an individual
trading as Kiddieland Studios and as Beacon Studios, with his prin
cipal office and place of business at 30 Huntington Avenue, Boston,
Mass. He also maintained branch studios, one in Springfield, Mass.,
until the spring of 1944, and one in New London, Conn., until the
spring of 1946. Respondent is now, and for more than 5 years last
past has been, engaged in the production and sale of plain and tinted
or colored photographs and enlargements thereof.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business, re
spondent causes, al).d at all times mentioned herein has caused, his
said products, when sold, to be transported from the State of Massa
chusetts or other point of origin to the purchasers thereof located
in various other States of the United States, and maintains, and has
maintained, a course of trade in said products in commerce, as "com
merce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 3. Customers and prospective customers are now, and have
been, variously contacted by respondent by means of advertisements
appearing in newspapers, periodicals, business directories, and cir
culars, all of general circulation, and by the use of sales representa- ·
tives, including particularly so-called coupon or "caller-out" sales
men, appointed by respondent as selling agents to act in hi~ behalf.
When the names and addresses of prospective customers have been
obtained, it is and has been the general practice of respondent to ob
tain numerous orders for pictures through solicitation of salesmen
sent out from his studios to represent him. Each of said salesmen
is supplied with proper credentials, with attractive photographic
samples represented to the public as typical of the class of work done
by respondent's studios, and with printed "certificates" or "special
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-offer" coupons which are sold to customers for 95 cents or other stated
sum, each purportedly entitling the customer to receive, without ad
ditional cost, a specific size, type, and finish of photograph. Said
-coupon salesman, at. the time the coupon is sold, represents to and
impresses upon the purchaser that he is not obligated to buy any photo~
graph or photographs other than the one for which 95 cents or other
sum is paid in connection .with the said "special offer." Each cou
pon or certificate thus sold, in the body thereof and in a detachable
stub, contains space for memorandum entry of the day and the
hour selected by the customer to have the picture taken. The sales
man retains all of any sum received by him from the customer for
a coupon, leaves the coupon with the customer, and sends the stub
showing the sale and the date of the sitting arranged to respondent.
A photographer from respondent's studio then follows up the cou
pon salesman, makes the necessary exposure for the one picture and
transmits the exposed negatives ( represented as being four to six in
number, but usually two) to respondent, who develops the same and
makes proofs therefrom. Said proofs in turn are delivered by a
third salesman or "proof-passer" of respondent, who, with the use
of such proofs, endeavors to effect the sale of additional pictures to
the customer at prices in excess of the original "special offer" price.
PAR. 4. Finished pictures are ordinarily delivered through the mail::;
:to customers located principally in the New England States. Re
spondent's various salesmen assure the customer that the picture will
be taken on the date selected by the customer and at the time specified,
that proofs will be shown on a certain date, that the finished pictures
will be delivered on a specified date, and that each picture made will
be equal in grade, type, quality, and character of ;workmanship to the
sample shown in effecting the sale. Purchasers of such coupons ot
certificates are, and have- been, given to nndersfand in each instance
that they are, and were, dealing with a duly constituted agent or sales
representative of respondent, and they believe, and have been led
to believe, and rely and have relied upon the belief, that such agents
and representatives have, and have had, full authority to make the
representations employed by them in consummating sales and collect
ing money for the said products of respondent. When respondent's
Balesman calls upon the customer with proofs of negatives made by
respondent, the customer learns for the first time the real purpose for
which the coupon was sold to him. Instead of permitting the cus
tomer to select a proof for the one picture called for in the coupon
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purchased, respondent's salesman immediately launches upon a susJ
tained high-pressure sales talk to induce the customer to purchase
additional photographs at greatly increased prices. The attitude
and demeanor of respondent's studio representative toward the cus
tomer is, and has been, determined in each instance by the fact as to
whether the customer will agree to buy extra pictures. Upon the
refusal of the customer to purchase pictures in addition to the one
called for in the coupon, the "proof-passing" salesman, upon occa
sion, goes into a "rage," becomes abusive and discourteous, takes the
customer to task for assuming that the studio can furnish a picture
for 95 cents or less sum, avers that the preceding salesman had no
right to sell more than one coupon at any given address, and informs;
the customer that the coupon is worthless unless more pictures are,
bought, that if the customer does not order at least three or more
additional pictures he will get nothing. Various excuses and ex
planations are, and have been, given as to why respondent cannot
make a single picture, and finally, on occasion, respondent's sales rep
resentatives have frankly admitted to the customer that the studio
could not make the one picture called for in the coupon without sus
taining a loss thereon.
PAR. 5. In approaching a customer with the coupon offer for a single
picture, respondent's said sales agents carefully refrained, and have
refrained, from disclosing to the customer that the real purpose in sub
mitting such offer was, and is, to induce the purchase of something the
customer did not have in :r:nind and did not intend to buy or understand
he was buying; namely, extra or additional photographs sold at a sub
stantial profit. In truth and in fact, respondent's single-picture cou
pon offer was, and is, in reality nothing more than what is known in
the industry as a ,:bait" or "come-on" offer employed to place the cus
tomer in a position where he must buy more pictures at greater cost in
order to obtain the one already bought and paid for. From time to
time, in cases where coupon customers refuse, and have refused, to
purchase additional pictures, no further consideration has been given
to the customer by respondent, the complaints of the customer have
been ignored, no refund has been made to him, and the customer has
thereby sustained the loss of the 95 cents or other sum invested in the
coupon or certificate.
PAR. 6. Respondent further, trading as Kiddieland Studios, Beacon
Studios, and under other trade names, has represented that a steel-gray
finish photograph offered for the price of 50 cents as an "invitation
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offer" sells regularly for $2. Said offer contains the following rep
resentation :
A beautiful 7 x 10 Silvertone Portrait * * * a complete set of proofs
ofl'ered with each sitting. Other photos may be ordered if desired.
The coupons >I)l'inted below may be used by anyone for any type of photo.
Baby pictures, adults, pictures in dancing costume, confirmation, graduation or
any type of photo wanted.
Distribute the coupons to your friends * * * or save them for a later
date. (Comm. Ex. 5.)
0

Attached to the foregoing offer were four coupons, each containing
the following descriptive language:
A BEACON PHOTO
Beautifully Finished, Size 7" x 10" Vignette
LOVELY STEEL GRAY FINISH
(Comm. Ex. 5)
Coupon Price 50¢

So-called "Etchcraft portraits," selling for 50 cents each, one to a
customer, have been represented as comprising a special offer, and on
occasion respondent's sales representatives have represented to cus
tomers that the colored photographs sold by respondent are "paint
ings" and "oil paintings."
P .AR. 7. By means of representations and practices heretofore re
ferred to or described, the respondent leads and induces, and has led
and induced, customers to believe that the said original coupon picture
offer is, and was, a bona fide sales offer not related to or connected
with or conditioned upon any other transaction or contractual ar
rangement; that the sittings for photographs, the return of proofs for
selection, and the delivery of finished pictures would be made in good
faith at the times and upon the dates specified by respondent's repre
sentatives; that the pictures to be made would be equal to and identical
in character, quality, and workmanship with the samples exhibited in
obtaining orders therefor and corresponding to the number ordered;
that the so-called special and invitation offers are, and were, actually
special and invitation or introductory offers of reduced prices made
only for a limited time; and that tinted or colored pictures sold by
respondent are genuine paintings or oil paintings done by hand with
out the use of a camera or photographic image.
P .AR. 8. In truth and in fact, respondent's said coupon and certificate
offers calling for a single picture are not, and have not been, made in
good faith to customers but are, and have been made, for the purpose
of obtaining a down payment from the customer and placing him in
the position of losing said down payment unless additional pictures
are, and were, ordered at higher prices, thereby enabling respondent
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to make a substantial profit on the transaction. In many instances,
sittings for photographs, the return of proofs, and the delivery of
finished pictures are not, and have not been, made in compliance with
sales representations made by respondent. Respondent's offers desig
nated as "special" or "invitation" are not special or limited in point
of time or otherwise but are, on the contrary, offers that have been
made continually by respondent over a period of years and in the
normal course of his business operations. Respondent's photographs,
-0ffered at 50 cents, do not sell for $2 normally, and have never been
sold for such price in the regular course of business. Respondent's
-pictures which have been represented to customers as paintings or oil
paintings are not genuine paintings or oil paintings in the accepted
meaning of such terms but, on the contrary, are merely photographs
to which color has been applied by hand by the use of cotton. Photo
graphs delivered by respondent are, and have been frequently inferior
in character, quality, and workmanship to the samples used by re
:Spondent in effecting sales_. This is, and has been, particularly true
following the refusal of a coupon purchaser to order additional photo
graphs. On many occasions a fewer number of photographs than
those ordered and paid for have been delivered by respondent's studios.
On numerous occasions since 1941, specifically during the war, the
delay in furnishing finished products was due to respondent's inability
to secure photographic paper in sufficient quantity and of good quality;
and in some instances the inferior workmanship of the finished product
was due to such inferior quality of photographic paper.
PAR. 9. Respondent further, in connection with the operation of his
said photographic studio at 30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.,
from time to time, by arrangements made with various third parties,
lias permitted them to use, and they have used, as their business office,
employing separate studio trade names for themselves, the actual
street address and studio facilities, including telephone number of the
respondent, at the same address, 30 Huntington A venue, Boston,
Mass. Said parties so using respondent's studio and street address
and the said facilities existing there, actually had no studio equipment
of any character there or elsewhere, and they did not own, conduct, or
control any photographic studio in any accepted meaning or sense of
the term. Two such alleged studios so employing respondent's busi
ness address, thereby falsely holding themselves out to the public as
owners and operators of photographic studios and equipment there
and obtaining credit and business standing and identity to which they
were not entitled, were known respectively as Copley and Iroquois
Studios. This practice of respondent in permitting others who neither
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owned, operated, nor controlled a photographic studio or any equip
ment therefor to use his studio address and equipment as and for their
own in connection with fictitious studio trade names employed by
them has, and has had, the capacity and tendency to mislead members
of the, public into the erroneous belief, and they have been led to be
lieve, that they were contracting and dealing with established, oper
ating, responsible studios, and into the purchase of the products of
said alleged studios because of such beliefs so engendered. Respond
ent further, in thus permitting others to make such use of his address
and business facilities, has placed in their hands an instrument whereby
they might deceive members of the consuming public into believing,
and they have believed, that they were contracting and dealing with
an established, operating, r:esponsible studio, when such was not the
fact. The use of the names Iroquois Studios and Copley Studios, as
herein described, has been discontinued by the respondent and no
such use of said names has been made, or has been permitted to be
made, by the respondent since approximately the spring of 1945.
PAR. 10. The use by the respondent of the aforesaid acts, practices,
and methods in connection with the offering for sale and sale of his
said products in commerce, and particularly the failure of respondent
to disclose essential and important facts as to the real character of
the coupon or certificate offer made by him, has had, and now has, the
tendency and capacity to, and does, mislead and deceive members of
the purchasing public regarding the actual character and meaning
of the original offer made by respondent, including the actual iden
tity of the product offered for sale, and concerning the character,
quality, value, and price of respondent's products, and leads, and has
led, purchasers erroneously to believe that the said representations ar~,
and were, true, and thereby causes, and has caused, a substantial num
ber of the purchasing public, by reason of the erroneous beliefs so
engendered, to purchase substantial quantities of such product.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondent as herein found are all to the
prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
ORDER '1'0 CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis
sion upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the re-
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spondent, certain facts and other evidence stipulated into the record
at a hearing before an examiner of the Commission theretofore duly
designated by it (including a stipulation that the Commission may
proceed to make its findings as to the facts and order disposing of the
proceeding without intervening procedure) and recommended de
cision by the trial examiner, and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act:
It is ordered, That respondent George D. Newman, individually
and trading as Kiddieland Studios or as Beacon Studios, or under
any other name, his representatives, agents, and employees, directly
or through any corporate or other device, in connection with the of
fering for sale, sale, and distribution of plain, tinted, or colored
photographs or enlargements thereof in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease and
desist from :
1. Representing, directly or by implication, that the price at which
any of respondent's products is offered for sale is a special or intro
ductory or limited offer or a reduced price when such price is in fact
the price at which said product is regularly and usually sold.
2. Representing, through the use of coupons or otherwise, that a
photograph of a designated kind and character will be made for a
stipulated price, unless this is in fact done without the imposition or
attempted imposition of conditions not stated when the offer is made.
3. Exhibiting to prospective customers as samples of respondent's
products any photographs or pictures which are not in fact represen
tative of the pictures sold by respondent.
4. Representing, directly or by implication, that a picture to be
made and delivered will be equal in type, quality, or workmanship
to samples displayed to the customer, unless the picture delivered is
in fact equal in type, quality, or workmanship to such samples.
5. Representing that photographs will be taken, proofs exhibited,.
or finished pictures delivered at specified times except when such
representations are made in good faith and failures to conform there
to are due to circumstances not reasonably under the control of re
spondent.
6. Using the words "painting" or "oil painting," or any other word
or words of similar import and meaning, to designate, describe, or
refer to pictures or enlargements made by a photographic process or
representing in any manner that colored or tinted photographs are
paintings.
78994,0----50--~
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7. Aiding, assisting, or cooperating with others who do not own,
conduct, or control a photographic studio in representing, implying,
or holding themselves out to the purchasing public as owning, con
trolling, or operating a photographic studio.
It is fwrther ordered, That the charges of the complaint concerning
alleged false and misleading use of the words "gold tone" as descrip
tive of certain of respondent's products be, and the same hereby are,
dismissed on the ground that the evidence fails to support the charges
as made.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days
after service upon him of this order, file with the Commission a re
port in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
he has complied with this order.

